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Reinventing Hydraulics
INNAS to showcase its latest sustainable hydraulic
solutions for construction machinery at the Bauma Munich
August 2022

At the upcoming BAUMA, INNAS BV of the Netherlands wil
show its latest products and innovations to strongly improve
hydraulic drivetrains of construction machinery. A variety of
solutions cover easy to implement incremental solutions for
increasing the e ciency of hydraulic pumps, to advanced
hydraulic transformers, which can replace valve control and
o ering e ciency improvements up to 60%.

INNAS BV - The Netherlands
www.innas.com

The key to electrifying hydraulic
systems: Floating Cup e ciency
further improved
At the BAUMA 2022 INNAS will show its latest
enhancements on the Floating Cup pump technology. Floating
Cup pumps are a key enabler in reaching longer battery life of
electro-hydraulic machines. INNAS managed to further
improve the Floating cup pumps which can now achieve
e ciencies up to 97% and best-in-class e ciencies in a large
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eld of operation, o ering an easy step in lowering CO2
emissions of mobile machinery.
Equally important for electro-hydraulic systems is the speed
range of the pumps: Floating Cup pumps perfectly match with
electric motors. Unlike all other pumps, Floating Cup pumps
have no limiting minimum speed. They can be operated
starting from standstill, hardly without any torque loss. In
addition, the pump can also be operated at very high rotational
speeds of up to 5000 rpm.
Also for conventional hydraulic systems, Floating Cup o ers
the easiest path to improving performance, e ciency and
lower CO2 emissions. Improving your machine can be as easy
as replacing a pump or a motor.

The new FC45 Floating Cup pump
reaching ef ciencies up to 97%

The innovative Floating Cup technology will be shown at the
BAUMA Munich, in the INNAS stand no. A3 booth 503. Here
you will also see the latest the new Floating Cup hydraulic
transformer.

Save up to 2000 liter fuel per year in
an average o -road machine:
INNAS presenting Shuttles for
piston pumps & motors
Shuttles are probably the most simple and cheapest option to
improve the e ciency of hydraulic o -road machinery.
Shuttles increase the e ciency of hydrostatic pumps and
motors. Applying shuttles in a conventional slipper type
machine, the peak overall e ciency increased from 91,4% to
96,4%. At speeds below 1000 rpm, the e ciency is in some
points increased by more than 30%-points.
The importance of improving pump e ciency becomes clear
when calculating the e ects on fuel consumption: the shuttles
can save up to 2000 liter diesel per year in an average mobile
machine.
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Shuttles do not demand a completely new pump or motor
design. Only a rather small adaptation is needed. The cylinder
block or barrel needs to have some extra connections between
the cylinders, allowing the small ceramic shuttle balls to be
installed. Furthermore, the valve plate design becomes more
simpli ed, eliminating any silencing grooves or pressure relief
grooves. The valve plate for a motor will be identical to the
valve plate for a pump. Shuttles can be applied in both xed
and variable displacement pumps and motors.
The results are impressive. For many decades, the overall
e ciency of conventional slipper type pumps has been limited
to around 91%. Simply by means of applying shuttles and
changing the design of the valve plate (to match the shuttles),
the overall e ciency has been increased to 96,4% in the best
point. In the range between 500 and 3000 rpm, and between
100 and 400 bar, the average overall e ciency has increased to
94,3%. At operating speeds below 1000 rpm, the overall
e ciency has been increased by more than 30%-points. For
instance, at 100 rpm and 400 bar, the shuttles have increased
the overall e ciency from a value of 49,6% to 75,3%, an
increase of 33,5%-points.
The technology can be implemented in all piston-type pumps
and motors and is made available through licensing to
manufacturers of hydraulic equipment.
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60% less energy consumption in
o -road machinery: INNAS
presenting Hydraulic Transformers
INNAS will introduce its latest design of a Floating Cup
Hydraulic Transformer, the FCT80. The new transformer
enables the use of Common Rail systems in construction
machines such as excavators and wheel loaders. Hydraulic
power can now be controlled in an e cient and dynamic way.
The energy consumption of the construction machine can be
reduced by over 60% while at the same time increasing the
productivity. This means cutting the battery size, the
(sustainable) fuel consumption and the (CO2) emissions with
more than half.

The new FCT80 Floating Cup
transformer allows for controlling
hydraulic power without throttling

Hydraulic transformer control is very di erent from the
traditional valve control. The proportional valves, which are
now used in most hydraulic systems, are variable resistances.
They control by braking. For instance, if a load needs 120 liters
per minute at a pressure level of 100 bar, and the hydraulic
power is delivered at a pressure of 200 bar, then 50% of the
energy is lost in the valve and converted into heat.

Transformers are di erent. They transform energy without
any principle losses. In a transformer, power-in equals powerout. Both the pressure and the ow are changed.
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In the aforementioned example, in which the load demands a
ow of 120 l/min at a pressure level of 100 bar, the transformer
only needs 60 l/min at a pressure of 200 bar. That is half the
amount of ow needed with valve control. Furthermore, as
throttling energy is voided, les heat is generated allowing the
cooling capacity to be much smaller.
Hydraulic transformers also allow recuperation of hydraulic
energy, for instance when lowering the main boom of an
excavator. The recuperated energy is returned to the high
pressure rail, where it can be used by other loads, or stored in a
hydraulic accumulator. This is also possible if the load pressure
is lower than the pressure level in the accumulator. In that case,
the transformer ampli es the ow to a higher pressure level,
again without any principle losses.
At the BAUMA INNAS will premiere the new FCT80: a new
Floating Cup Transformer with a total geometrical
displacement of 80cc per revolution. The FCT80 can operate
in a speed range from minus 4000 to plus 4000 rpm, without
any restrictions in the low-speed domain. It is designed for a
maximum pressure of 350 bar. The FCT80 features a fast
electric servo control. The transformer is continuously variable
and can also amplify pressure levels.
The FCT80 allows for the biggest e ciency increase for
hydraulic mobile machinery in decades. It opens the road for
OEM’s to meet increasing legislation on CO2 reduction for
mobile machines and provides its customers with an over 50%
fuel cost reduction, while in parallel increasing machine
productivity. For E-machines, the higher system e ciency can
reduce the required battery capacity with 50%, thus reducing
costs and avoiding unproductive charging time. Or it doubles
the time of operation of a machine on a single charge when the
battery is unchanged.
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INNAS BV
INNAS is specialized in innovative product development.
INNAS develops solutions in the elds of hydraulics, drive
lines and combustion engines. Key technologies are the
Floating Cup technology for hydraulic pumps and motors, the
hydraulic transformer, the Hydraulic Common Pressure Rail
and Shuttle technology for piston pumps and motors.
INNAS’ innovative technologies will be shown at the BAUMA
Munich, October 24-30, 2022, Hall A3 booth 503

More information? Contact Rob van Malsen, INNAS BV,
nikkelstraat 15, 4823 AE Breda, The Netherlands
Email: rvmalsen@INNAS.com Phone+31 76 5424080
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